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About FATA Research Centre (FRC)
FRC is a non-partisan, non-political and non-governmental research organization based in
Islamabad. It is the first ever think-tank of its kind that focuses solely on The Federally
Administrated Tribal Areas (FATA) in its entirety. FRC's main aim is to help concerned stake holders
better understand this war-ravaged area of Pakistan with independent, impartial and objective
research and analysis. People at FRC think, write and speak to encourage all segments of Pakistani
society and the government to join their strengths for a peaceful, tolerant, progressive and
integrated FATA.
FRC main area of work includes
·

Research Studies- Previous research areas included an overview of social, political, cultural
and economic landscape of FATA, the state of Governance in the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas and Post NATO withdrawal scenario in Afghanistan and its implications for
FATA.

·

Research Journal- TIGAH is FRC biannual research journal that publishes up to 10 research
papers on different issues related to FATA.

·

Security Reports- Quarterly security reports on FATA reviews recent trends in conflict such
as the number of terrorist attacks, type of attacks, tactics used for militancy and the
resulting casualties. The objective is to outline and categorise the forms of violent
extremism taking place, the role of militant groups and the scale of terrorist activities.

·

Internship Programme- FRC invites young applicants from FATA to join its summer
internship programme run through July-September every year.

·

Seminar Series- FRC arranges seminars on contemporary issues related to FATA and thus
provides a platform for different stakeholders and key informants to share, discuss and
nurture ideas.

·

Guest Lectures- Regular guest lectures are delivered by experts who not only share
valuable information but enrich participants with latest updates on political, social,
economic, cultural and other aspects of the issue in question.

·

FRC Website- FRC website (www.frc.com.pk) is a rich source of information for visitors.
Daily and weekly security updates, articles, commentaries and all FRC publications are
available for download.
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Preface
Bad governance and massive corruption in state institutions ultimately resulted in creating a gap
between the state and society. This widening gap that created a sense of deprivation and frustration
amongst the masses finally led to their exclusion from the political process. These kinds of feelings
amongst the masses were smartly exploited by the Taliban to capitalize on. Hence by arriving on the
scene, they created a room for themselves while banking on this disconnect. The militant Taliban
started cutting those roots that they thought were connecting the state with society and blocking
their way towards consolidating their power on the political stage of the area. Hence their first
victim became the tribal elders and maliks, followed by journalists. So far they have targeted killed
over 1500 tribal elders and maliks. Over 80 journalists have been killed all over the country in the line
of their duties so far with over a dozen only in the tribal areas of Pakistan. Their next target remained
the schools where they viewed the future educated lot, a potential threat to their interest. Over 600
schools have been blown up so far in the tribal areas. The same trend was witnessed in Swat valley
during the 2009 crises where Maulana Fazlullah-led militia blew up close to 450 schools in the
picturesque valley depriving hundreds of thousands of school going kids from their fundamental
right-education.
The prevailing chaos, disruption and disorder in society led people to lose confidence over state and
its institutions and that's why they could be seen taking law into their hands. In so many incidents
people have beaten up, killed and set the looters, killers ablaze in the busy markets of Karachi and
elsewhere in the country instead of handing the culprits over to the law enforcing and security
agencies.
Therefore, only fair and transparent elections could be a guarantee of an effective government in
both the KP and the FATA regions and only such a government could be expected to devise policies
that ensure good governance through which the menace of extremism and terrorism could be
countered. However, if the electoral process is greatly affected by violence, it deprives the people of
their right to franchise. Without having the enabling environment particularly where there is a grave
threat to one's life and property electorate cannot be expected to exercise their right of franchise
freely. Therefore, gauging political violence during the electoral process was necessary.
Dr Ashraf Ali
President FATA Research Centre
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Executive Summary
In Pakistan, formation of a government at the national or municipal level through elections has
always been a matter of great controversy and violence. The national elections 2013 in Pakistan did
not turn out to be any different. Violence marred the electoral process to a certain extent including
electioneering of the political parties and candidates. In the backdrop of the ongoing War on Terror
in the region, Pakistan's military offensives against local militant-insurgent groups, and its foreign
affiliates like the Al Qaeda and the threats by the TTP to target the electoral process, massive
violence was being feared. The TTP specifically threatened three of the outgoing ruling parties, the
Pakistan People's Party (PPP), the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) and the Awami National
Party (ANP) of deadly attacks. Translating their threats the Taliban attacked a number of election
activities of these parties in which tens of civilians and political workers were killed. Resultantly, the
ANP, the PPP and the MQM could not carry out face-to-face public election campaign on a largescale. Raising questions over the integrity and independence of the Election Commission of Pakistan
(ECP), these parties claimed they were deliberately not being provided level playing field by 'unseen
hands' and termed it as pre-poll 'rigging'. However, these parties made use of the print, electronic,
audio-visual and interactive media extensively to reach out to the voters.
In addition to the threats and attacks from the TTP, other challenges to the smooth and transparent
completion of elections included people's loss of faith in the democratic and electoral process; lack
of capacity of the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) to hold transparent elections; cultural and
religious impediment; and intimidation from the opponents among others.
Large scale violence was not witnessed during the electioneering. This included not only terrorist
attacks from the TTP but also armed assaults on candidates and their supporters by their opponents.
As the focus of this study was electoral violence in the KP and the FATA, it was discovered in the
course of this study that the largest number of terrorist attacks during the electioneering took place
in the KP. Unexpectedly, apart from a few big incidents of violence in the troubled FATA, the
situation during the pre-election period there remained relatively calm. Nevertheless, the violence
to a certain extent marred the electoral process and denied open access to some political parties
and candidates. However, the violence could not disrupt the elections either in the KP or the FATA.
Fortunately on the Election Day there was no large-scale violence in the KP and the FATA. Though
voting process was stopped in some but not a large number of constituencies. Moreover, the
turnout in both the KP and FATA significantly got improved in comparison to previous elections. The
higher turnout nevertheless in both the regions was linked to the wider national trend and the
expectations based on surveys that the voting ratio in the KP and the FATA would be higher than
other parts of Pakistan could not prove correct. Thus the threat of violence played its role in keeping
the turnout lower than expected.
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CHAPTER 1

AIM, OBJECTIVES AND
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Due to the rising and deadly tide of religious extremism and terrorism in Pakistan and international
conflict in Afghanistan, the KP and the FATA have suffered colossal death and destruction while the
security situation in the last several years has gone from bad to worse. It has been one of the key
findings of various studies that the TTP and other insurgent and terrorist groups, that have been
employing violence in the name of Islam, have had come to control many parts of the FATA and some in
the KP. A number of existing studies have also discovered that the insurgent groups have got
supporters and sympathizers in these regions due to the weak political institutions, in case of KP, and
non-existent in case of FATA. As a large number of youths from the FATA and KP have been involved in
terrorism particularly unprecedented suicide attacks wave since 2007 across Pakistan; hence it seems
inevitable to dig out whether a large number of youths participate in elections or choose violent means
to sabotage the democratic process and bring about desirous social change.
The foremost aim of the study was to gauge the scale and nature of violence during electioneering
(April 01 -May 09), Election Day (May 11) and post-elections period (till May 25) and its implications for
the transparency, impartiality and reliability of the electoral process and political system.
Precisely, the study had the following objectives:
a.
b.

Monitoring violent trends in General Elections 2013 through call centre, media monitoring
and direct interactive sessions with people on the ground by the FRC field reporters.
Bridging the gaps between the state and society by disseminating the relevant
information at both ends. .

Methodology
The study employed a mixed methodology in order to reach valid and reliable results. So both
quantitative and qualitative methods have been used in the study. In addition to that the study
employed both primary and secondary data sources. The study is based on three sources of data
collection.
1.
Call Centre:
In order to understand the nature and scale of violence in the KP and FATA a well-equipped Call Centre
was established at the Peshawar offices of the FRC. Six trained Call Support Officers (CSOs) were
recruited to receive elections related calls. The Call Centre was not merely limited to receiving
information regarding political violence in the FATA and KP rather it was multipurpose in scope. It was
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also meant to give the callers all election related information which they sought. For this purpose
the CSOs were fully equipped and trained. Moreover, the Call Centre also conveyed and took up
election-related issues and problems of the callers with the concerned departments like the Election
Commission of Pakistan, Police, District government, National Database and Registration Authority
(NADRA) and many others. Whereas, the CSOs would not only inform those callers, who had
registered the problems and issues but would also give them the response from the concerned
government departments. Thus the Call Centre, apart from collection of primary data on political
violence, also served as a liaison between the electorate in the KP and FATA and the government
departments. In this way it adopted a top-down as well as a bottom-up approach to address the
issues of the electorate and to contribute to the holding of fair and free elections.
2.
Field Researchers/Monitors
In order to have reliable data on political-electoral violence and related issues in the KP and FATA
field observers and researchers were deputed in almost all those districts of the KP where the
security situation was precarious and violence was likely to occur during the electoral process.
Whereas, researchers/monitors were stationed at all the seven tribal agencies to collect data on
political violence and observe the level of transparency of the electoral process. The monitors and
observers collected and documented incidents and stories on violence and manipulation which
were not reported by mainstream media.
3.
Media Monitoring
Comprehensive media monitoring was carried out during the election campaign till the day electoral
process officially ended, to attain secondary data regarding political violence. In this regard content
analysis of 12 leading Pakistani newspapers was carried out. Besides, mainstream Pakistani TV and
Radio channels were also thoroughly monitored for reports of electoral violence and related issues.
Holding sessions with the different stakeholders for information gathering was also part of strategy
for data collection. The study applied the top to bottom and bottom to the top approach for data,
information and knowledge dissemination. The information (complaints, needs, demands, fears
and reservations) received from the voters was conveyed to the relevant state institutions while
guidelines and other relevant info received from the state institutions was conveyed to the masses
accordingly.
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CHAPTER 2

Contextual Background
Overview of Political-Electoral Violence in Pakistan
Violence has been a significant part of political life, particularly of elections in the country. The birth
of Pakistan, itself a huge political development, triggered massive politically-motivated communal
violence between Muslims on the one hand and Hindus and Sikhs of United India on the other hand.
Political violence had been the order of the day during the decade of 1950s in which Pakistan faced
worst political instability. For nine years after independence Pakistan could not formulate its first
constitution in order to hold its maiden national elections under it. Consequently, political issues
continued to be decided through physical force and intimidation. Even when in the 1956 Pakistan
got its first constitution it could not be enforced fully; whereas the parliamentary system of
governance through periodical elections, which that constitution envisaged, was never put in
practice and the election could never take place. Although the military is usually held responsible for
high-jacking the political-constitutional process in Pakistan but it was due to the massive and
extensive political instability and consequent violence in the political arena that gave the military its
first pretext and afterwards justification to stage coup in 1958 and then take the reins of
government into its hands to the exclusion of political forces. However, when the first military
regime of General Ayub Khan (1958-67) felt the need of 'political' legitimacy in 1962 it came up with a
tailored constitution, the second of the country, envisaging presidential system of governance. The
elections of January 1965, which were held under that constitution, were marred by large-scale
violence in which General Ayub contested elections against Fatima Jinnah, the sister of founder of
the nation Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The military regime used every tactic and used state-sponsored
violence to defeat the highly revered Fatima Jinnah, known as the 'Mother of Nation.' (Trouble with
Mother, 1964)
When the second military regime of General Yahya Khan (1967-1971), which took over from General
Ayub, decided to hold the first-ever parliamentary elections in the country in 1970, the decision was
influenced by large-scale politically-motivated violence in the country particularly the then East
Pakistan. There was violence during the electioneering and on the polling days. The major cause of
large-scale violence during the elections was the Bengali separatist insurgency in the East Pakistan.
The election resulted in a completely split mandate in the two winged country, more than 1000 miles
apart. The Pakistan People's Party (PPP) got majority in the West Pakistan (present Pakistan) and
the Awami League in the East Pakistan (present Bangladesh) which led to a deadlock over the
formation of government between the military regime and the two major parties. The Awami
League feeling it was being kept out of the corridors of state power in Islamabad (West Pakistan)
launched a full-scale armed struggle for secession of East Pakistan. With the intervention of archrival India in East Pakistan conflict and the defeat of Pakistani military at the hand of Indian forces,
Bengali separatists were able to form the independent state of Bangladesh, however, after colossal
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death and destruction.
Even after the dismemberment of the country and the ultimate formation of government by the PPP
in 1971 in the remainder of Pakistan (West Pakistan) and the formulation of the 1973 Constitution
through near-consensus by political parties of the country, political violence did not subside. This
corroborates the empirical evidence that violence has always been part of Pakistan's political life.
The then PPP regime led by, Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, decided to hold election in 1977, one
year before end of its constitutional tenure, in order to consolidate grip over the state power. The
opposition parties complained of massive rigging during the elections which resulted in large-scale
violence and instability. The situation got so worse which again provided the military a pretext to
step in and stage coup, this time by General Zia-ul-Haq (1977-1988). The violence and instability also
sealed the fate and future of democracy in Pakistan for a considerable time.
In 1985 when General Zia's regime decided to hold parliamentary elections after getting himself
elected in a highly-questionable referendum, it was for the first time that the elections passed
without any major incidence of violence. The reason was that the elections were held on party-less
or in other words non-political basis; there were candidates but no political party1.
After the death of General Zia and his key generals in a plane crash on August 17, 1988, the
succeeding military chief General Aslam Beg decided to hold parliamentary elections in which
political parties were allowed to take part. The elections of November 1988 turned out to be historic
because of the restoration of democracy in the country in which political parties participated
enthusiastically. However, they were not violent per se. Throughout 1990s when the country saw
three national elections, as the military allegedly did not allow any of the elected government of the
PPP and the PML-N to complete its respective tenure, alleging them of massive corruption, violence
had been the order of the day. In particular the two main parties—PPP & PML-N—had been at each
other throats across the country.
After another coup in 1999 this time by General Musharraf (1999-2008) elections were not held
immediately. Only in 2002 the general did decide to hold elections. The elections held in October
2002 were relatively non-violent by Pakistani standards. It was also for the first time that a civilian
government led by Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid (PML-Q), the party brought into being by General
Musharraf's regime2, completed its constitutional tenure. As the next elections were scheduled for
January 2008 the return of self-exiled Benazir Bhutto and exiled Nawaz Sharif once again set the
political arena on fire while General Musharraf, now self-appointed president, wanted to continue
dictating the would-be elected government. Resultantly, the electioneering got extensively violent
with the entry of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), which within days of its emergence killed Benazir
Bhutto in a suicide attack. Sharif was also fired upon the very day Bhutto was killed. Apart from that
large-scale killings and attacks were recorded during these elections.
Since 2008 elections, the TTP has been attacking several political parties, civilians and state
functionaries. Only right-wing parties like the PML-N and the Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam Fazl (JUI-F)

1However, the man picked from the parliament, Muhammad Khan Junejo, to be a puppet prime minister after formation of government brought together most of the
MPs to form a King's Party, The Pakistan Muslim League obviously at the behest of General Zia, which in late 1980s transformed into PML-N, after current prime minister
Nawaz Sharif took control of the party.
2 It has been tradition of the Pakistan's military dictators to form political parties with the brand name 'Muslim League,' after the All India Muslim League, the party
which led the struggle for Pakistan's independence from British colonial rule, so as to get themselves and their regimes wider legitimacy and acceptability among
public.
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and other religious parties have escaped their wide-range and deadly attacks. It is believed that the
TTP violence is politically-motivated because the ultimate aim of the group is capturing the state
itself to impose its own set of ideology and institutions upon it, to all intents and purpose a political
end, which the group wants to achieve through violent means, typical of a terrorist group.
As mentioned above there is no consolidated data on political violence in Pakistan however, one
important study led by Jacob Shapiro (Shapiro, Fair, & Rais, 2012) has tried to study the scale of
political violence from 1988 to 2010 documenting all incidents reported by Pakistani newspapers.
The study documented 27, 555 incidents of violence during that period.

Overview of Political-Electoral Violence in KPK and FATA
Being part of Pakistan both the KP and the FATA have also had their fair share of political violence
however, the patterns of violence in both the regions have been different from rest of the country.
For instance, the FATA have been out of bounds for the political parties till very recently when
President Asif Ali Zardari ultimately extended the Political Parties Order to the FATA in August 2012;
thus allowing the political parties for the first time to legally carry out their activities including taking
part in elections in the FATA. However, before that violence in FATA was more interpersonal and
inter-tribal in nature since elections were held on apolitical basis, the violence could not be termed
as political.
On the other hand political violence in the KP has always been a living phenomenon because like
other provinces the KP has also been a hard-fought battleground for political parties and groups.
Empirically, the KP share and contribution to the national politics has been in excess to its population
and geographical size relatively within the Pakistani federation. It is also noteworthy that during
elections violence has been occurring in the KP but it has not been as severe and extensive as it has
been in the rest of the country. “Before 2005 KPK was the least violent part of Pakistan, suffering
only 0.9 casualties per 100,000 per year from political violence, compared to 3.3 per 100,000 per year
in the rest of the country.” (Shapiro, Fair, & Rais, 2012) However, there has been a sea-change in this
pattern of violence in the KP.
“After 2005, KPK saw a 14-fold increase in casualties from political violence, becoming the second-most
violent part of the country. This reversal, going from the least politically-violent region to the second
most violent, was driven by the massive 46-fold increase in militant attacks (and concomitant state
response) which largely reflects the campaign to contest Swat and Malakand.”

Electoral Development amid Violence in KP & FATA
Despite the fact that both KP and FATA witnessed many violent incidents during electoral process in
past and present elections, the electoral development is also significant to cast a glance. The
historical overview of elections held in the KP and the FATA reveals diverse factors which have
contributed to the electoral process and its outcome. For instance, in the 1970 election Pakistan
Muslim League (Qayyum Khan Faction) won most of the National Assembly and provincial
legislature seats from the KP (then North West Frontier Province)3. The Awami National Party, the

3 The NWFP, name given to it by the British Colonial rulers in 1901 after carving out a new province, was renamed as the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, through the 18th
Constitutional Amendment in 2010, fulfilling the decades-old demand of the majority population of the province.
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political successor of hundred years-old Khudai Khidmatgar Tehreek (Servants of God Movement),
formed its first government in 2008 in the province. Likewise, socially influential but politically
marginalized, Islamist parties of Pakistan, got their first opportunity of forming a government
anywhere in Pakistan in the KP in 2002, when their alliance known as the Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal
(MMA) swept elections in the province. The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) also got its first chance of
governance in the KP after winning majority in the KP legislature elections of May 11 and
consequently formed its government in the province. In comparison it can be identified that
religious political parties failed to make any significant impact. Though the last two general elections
witnessed a decent growth in their number of parliamentary seats from the province, 2013 elections
have brought disappointing results for the religious political parties. While the JUI-F and Jamaat-eIslami (JI) could manage to win ten and three seats of National Assembly respectively, rest of the
religious parties could not capture even a single seat from the KP.
Thus the KP has been one of the most politically active regions of Pakistan, whose electorate has
been giving opportunity of governance to different shades of political groups. A closer look would
reveal that in different elections the electorate of the KP has had voted on the basis of nationalism,
Islamism, Pakhtoon nationalism and in 2013 on the basis of 'Change'.
Contrarily in the FATA, the tribal chieftains, locally known as Maliks, have dominated the electoral
arena. Although adult franchise in the FATA was introduced by the then President Farooq Leghari in
1997 but Malik continue to rule the roost in the FATA. Most of these Maliks have been glove-in-hand
with the local administration to manage the affairs to the exclusion of common residents of the
region. But despite of extension of adult franchise the political parties were not allowed to operate
in the FATA making the electoral arena a hotbed of intertribal rivalries translating into electoral
contests between and among candidates nominated by their respective tribes. Since 1997 the
element of money, like the rest of the country, has also started influencing the electoral processes
and outcomes in the FATA.
Reportedly, the KP districts witnessed a considerable increase in voter turnout this time round
compared to the previous elections. Two extraordinary factors were responsible for the relatively
higher turnout in the KP. Firstly, women voters turned up in large numbers at polling stations in
several districts, to cast vote; many did so for the first time. The other factor that resulted into a
higher voter turnout was the phenomenal rise of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) as an alternative
political force. On the Election Day a large number of voters started turning up at polling stations to
cast their vote right at the outset of the polling time. The heavy rush was not limited only to male
polling stations as female voters also took to the polling stations.
The facts and figures show that the voting turnout in different elections in both the regions has been
hovering around 30 to 40 percent. In 2002 elections, 28.72 percent voters in the KP cast their ballots.
The percentage remained 31 percent in the 2008 elections in the FATA whereas in the KP the turnout
recorded was 34 percent. At the time there were 10.67 million voters across the province. The 2013
general elections recorded 12.27 million more voters (Amir, 2013). Overall, in General Elections of
2013 voters turn out increased to 36% and 45% in FATA and KP respectively (ECP 2013).
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The following graph shows the trend of increased voting turn out in recent elections.

Source: Election Commission of Pakistan

General Elections 2013
Major Trends
The elections held on 11th May, 2013 across Pakistan gave birth to different patterns and trends.
Whether they were the political parties involved in the election campaign, the Election Commission
of Pakistan (ECP) or the security agencies, the personnel of each had been vulnerable along with the
general masses to attacks from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and Baloch insurgents. In the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and the FATA, low turnout was anticipated by some political parties but
independent surveys were forecasting heavy voting. Some major factors were the security situation
in the province, poor performance of the outgoing ruling party in the KP, the ANP, ongoing terrorist
activities, and enthusiasm among the young voters to bring about change.
The forecast of heavy voting was based on the premise that people had got fed-up of the outgoing
ruling parties and wanted to bring change through ballot as the most functional way available for
that despite of the terrorist threats and extremist activities in different regions of the country. The
scenario on 11th May proved the predication of heavy voting incorrect in the KP and FATA but the
turnout was sizable and higher than the previous elections. The supporters of change turned out in
large numbers. In the KP the enthusiasm of the voters was there but it did not translate into
considerable voting as was predicted. It had two main causes. The threat of TTP attacks and
secondly the dejection of outgoing ruling parties supporters with their five-year performance.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, the turnout in both the KP and FATA significantly improved than
the previous elections. Many young men and women voted for the first time and the major chunk of
this vote went in favour of the PTI helping it win majority of seats in the KP and some in the FATA.
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Trends within Political Parties
Undeterred by TTP Threats
All the parties vowed to contest elections undeterred by terror. They categorically stated that their
parties wanted elections to be held in time and were determined not to be intimidated by the
insurgents and terrorists. They vowed not to surrender to terrorists and religious extremists.
Regionalization of Mainstream Political Parties
One of the major trends in the shape of an outcome of the 2013 election is the regionalization of
mainstream political parties. The winner of the national election, the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N), noticeably won most of its 123 seats from the Punjab while it won only a handful in
the KP and Balochistan provinces and only two in Sindh province. The PPP, which used to have
sizable presence in all parts of the country and was arguably the only national-level party, this time,
won almost all its seats of the National Assembly from Sindh. The PPP won only one seat from the
largest province, the Punjab and none from the KP and the FATA. Similarly, the PTI of Imran Khan,
bagged majority of its NA seats from the KP in the process thrashing the ANP and the religious
parties.
Post Elections 2013: Number of seats won by different political parties

Source: Election Commission of Pakistan
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The Rise of the PTI
The rise of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) as a political force to reckon with for the first time since the
party's formation by former Pakistani cricket great and 1992 World Cup winning captain, Imran Khan, in 1996,
was a major trend of the 2013 elections. The PTI got the second highest tally of votes by bagging 7.6 million
votes more than that of the PPP, which got 6.9 million votes. However, as was being forecasted by certain
experts, the PTI could not get majority out of the 272 directly elected seats. Moreover, it won almost half of
its seats from the KP and the rest from the Punjab. Significantly it won a NA seat from Karachi. Nevertheless,
the PTI won majority in the terrorism-affected KP province and consequently formed a coalition government
there. The PTI entered the electoral arena with its oft-repeated slogan of “Change” and “New Pakistan.” By
this change the party meant the complete overhauling of the existing political dispensation primarily by
ending monetary corruption, nepotism, bringing new policies for all key governmental sectors and
introducing an innovative local government system including the village councils (Ali, 2013).
The Wiping of the ANP from KP
The ANP which headed the coalition government in the KP for the last five years failed to get a decent
number of seats in the KP Assembly as well as the NA. It only got three seats in the KP while only one in the
NA. Although the party was under attack from the TTP and the leadership levelled allegations against the
ECP for not providing them a level playing field but political pundits believed it was basically the poor
performance at governance that resulted in its near-vanishing performance.
Poor Performance of the Religious Parties
The KP and FATA has been a traditional stronghold of mainstream political parties. However, the 2013
elections significantly eroded the support base of the religious parties. The JUI-F could win 14 KP Assembly
seats while JI merely 6. All other religious parties like the Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP), Jamiat-e-Ahle
Hadith (JAH) and an alliance of religious parties Muttahida Deeni Mehaz led by JUI-Sami could not win a
single seat in the KP and FATA.
The Youth Factor
After the first-ever parliamentary election of 1970, the 2013 election was the second occasion that the youths
of the country took part enthusiastically in the electoral process. There are many factors, which pulled the
youths of the country to the polling stations. The foremost was the frustration of the youths with the ruling
political parties and more importantly existing state institutions and their poor performance and the urge to
reform the system. Secondly, the large-scale awareness among the youths that they have a definite and
critical role in the country's political life and a meaningful role was only a vote away drove them towards
polling stations. Thirdly, the rise of the PTI and its focus on the youths also contributed for slashing
mainstream political parties and caused emergence of PTI. The party leadership claimed 35 % of their
candidates were young men and women.
Role of Army during the Electoral Process
Military has always had a cardinal role in the management and supervision of elections in Pakistan. Since the
dawn of the so-called 'Democratic Era' in Pakistan's history in 1988 none of the four elected governments4
could complete their respective constitutional tenures as they were allegedly dismissed by military generals,

4 The PPP and the PML-N formed two governments each during this period
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backed by civilian bureaucrats, and the dismissals were upheld by the judiciary on the generic charges of
financial misappropriation and abuse of power. The interregnum and the following elections were held
under the supervision of the military which led to widespread allegations from different political parties of
rigging on the military-led establishment to have the 'choicest' government or controlled democracy in
order to ensure sustainable implementation of its dictated foreign, defence and domestic policies. In 2002
and 2008, General Pervez Musharraf himself was in full control of the country's affairs as self-imposed
'President' of the country. The 2013 elections were different in the sense that for the first time an outgoing
government in consultation with the then opposition parties in the country's parliament5 nominated the
care-taker prime minister while the elections had to be supervised by an independent Election Commission
of Pakistan (ECP) headed by Chief Election Commissioner, who was also named after consensus among the
political parties. Thus the role of the military in the 2013 elections was not supervisory and intrusive as had
been the case in the past. Instead it was limited to law and order duties and to extend help to the caretaker
government and the ECP for peaceful conduct of the elections. The credit of the military's neutral role during
the electoral process also largely goes to Chief of Army Staff (COAS), General Ashfaq Pervez Kiyani, who
despite of unfavourable conditions, vowed and ensured his institution's all-out support to the holding of
elections on time and criticized those who caused confusion about war against terrorism. Further it was
stated that the participation of masses could end the hide and seek between democracy and dictatorship
(Anis, 2013). The army was committed whole heartedly to assist and support the conduct of peaceful, free
and fair elections in order to strengthen democracy and rule of law in the province. The menace of terror and
extremism was used by the non state actors to confuse the public on the question of election (Yousaf, 2013).
In a nutshell for the first time in Pakistan, conspiracy theories notwithstanding, the military role during the
electoral process has been limited to law and order duties. Nevertheless, in Balochistan and FATA where
there was little or no control of the caretaker authorities the military allegedly had a definite control in
looking after the arrangements of elections.

Issues and Challenges
The national elections 2013 in Pakistan were being dubbed as watershed because of various factors and
forces. Firstly, the elections were being held after the elected governments at the federal and provincial
levels for the first time completed their respective five-year constitutional tenures. Thus the consolidation of
the nascent democratic process, the future of the state institutions, responsible government and welfare of
the masses hinged to a large on the successful and transparent completion of the electoral process.
Secondly, the 2013 elections were being held under worst security threats from different insurgent groups.
On the one hand, the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) insurgents have been a constant and massive threat
to the very survival of the state and its political system; whereas on the other hand the insurgency by Baloch
separatist groups and the estrangement of Baloch political parties made the holding of elections in the
geographically largest of the Pakistani provinces almost impossible. There were also some huge challenges
like the failure, primarily in terms of non-responsiveness of the democratic system to address the key issues
of the majority population like poverty, unemployment, inflation, terrorism, services delivery specifically in
the realm of education and health, which had left most of the people disenchanted of the political system
and political actors.
Following were the major challenges to and issues in the successful and transparent electoral process in

5 Consultation between the treasury and opposition is a requirement for the appointment of the caretaker prime minister under the 20th Amendment of the Constitution, made
by the outgoing parliament.
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Pakistan.
Taliban Threats and Attacks
The most critical issue and challenge to the national elections 2013 was the threat from the TTP. The group
had assumed a stringent anti-democracy and consequently anti-elections stance. At the same time the TTP
had also threatened to target the outgoing ruling parties the ANP, the PPP and the MQM. This position of the
TTP regarding democracy and elections and threats to the above named parties engendered large-scale
feelings among masses and political groups that elections would not take place and and if would, this would
be the bloodiest one in the country's history. However, the TTP had not unequivocally declared that it would
stop the process of elections. The TTP's main target was the ANP; however the PPP, MQM and the JUI-F also
came under attacks. Although the TTP had issued statements to different media organizations stating that it
would not target the JI, the JUI-F, the PTI and the PML-N. It argued that this approach of the group towards
these parties was not out of love for them but it argued the group had nothing to do with their campaign and
had no issue with them. The TTP spokesman was quoted as saying:
“Neither we are against nor in favour of PTI, PML- N, JI and JUI-F. We are against the secular and democratic
system which is against the ideology of Islam but we are not expecting any good from the other parties either,
who are the supporters of the same system, but why they are not targeted is our own prerogative to decide”.
(The Nation, April 29, 2013).
However, the two religious parties and the PTI also came under attacks from unknown terrorists, as the TTP
did not own these attacks.
Inter party Violence
The violence during the 2013 elections was not limited to the TTP threats and actual attacks but workers of
political parties also used violence against each other. However, the scale and intensity of inter-party
violence had no comparison in scale and scope with that perpetrated by the TTP. In addition to political
parties many candidates also used violence against their opponents. An important aspect which was
observed was that most of the parties were of the view that they were not being targeted by the Taliban or
other militant groups but by their political rivals and opponents. The political opponents even distributed
threatening pamphlets among their voters in some areas and depicted them as letters from Taliban.

Security Issues and Arrangements
Due to the adverse security situation during the elections specifically due to the threats hurled by the TTP to
the outgoing ruling parties—ANP, PPP, MQM— excluding JUI-F6 electioneering was held under acute sense
of insecurity. According to the caretaker prime minister, Mir Hazar Khan Khoso, his government made all
possible security arrangements allowed by the available resources. But with only nine days to go for the
historic vote, the election authorities spelled out the much-debated security plan. Army troop's deployment
started as a rapid response force in every constituency to ensure the first democratic transition of power
peacefully. According to the ECP's security plan for all the provinces, at least five officials from police and
other law-enforcement agencies were deputed at normal polling stations, seven at sensitive polling stations
and ten at highly sensitive polling stations. The army agreed to provide 50,000 troops as part of the security
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arrangements for 11th May (Khan, 2013). Elaborating on the security plan the officials stated that maintaining
law and order and providing security was the job of the provincial governments and therefore the decisions
in terms of numbers of security officials were to be taken by the provincial governments.
With regard to KP and FATA the caretaker Prime Minister Khoso during a meeting on May 4th was warned
and briefed about the threats that were being received from the Taliban. The cabinet was told that the
Taliban had threatened to sabotage the May 11 elections. Peshawar, Mardan and Charsadda were
highlighted as the flashpoints in the KP. Keeping in view the threat level, according to military spokesman,
Director General ISPR, Major General Saleem Bajwa, at least 96,000 law enforcement agencies personnel,
including 22000 army soldiers, were deployed across the KP and FATA to ensure peaceful elections (Hussain
I. , 2013) . The KP government under the directives of the federal government and Election Commission
deployed 20 platoons of army, 35 platoon of Frontiers Constabulary, 100 platoons of police force, 35
platoons of Frontier Corps and 80 platoons of Khasadar force and Levis in the 11 most sensitive cities of KPK.
On the Election Day, there were 11 reported incidents of IED attacks, gun-firing and rocket attacks.
The following graph shows the polling stations and the level of sensitivity ECP foreseen prior to the elections
for security arrangements.

Source: The Express Tribune – April 26, 2013

6 The JUI-F was part of the PPP-led coalition government at the federal level for three years and only withdrew from the government after failing to get additional ministerial
positions whereas it remained part of the Balochistan government for all the five years.
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ECP Failure in Taking Education Department on Board
As per traditions during the elections most of the electoral staff was hired from the Elementary and
Secondary Education Department of the KP and the FATA as well as the Higher Education Department of the
province. However, a lot of issues arose in the process of hiring and deputing of officials from the education
departments. The ECP failed to consult the Education Department in order to assign duties to respective
teachers on the day of election. Consequently, the Education Department had serious reservations over the
one-sided decisions of the ECP. Many teachers from the Education Department were assigned duties at
stations which were out of their respective town/district without providing the requisite facility to reach and
conduct elections there in a befitting manner. A main issue was security threat to the hired staff at the highly
sensitive polling stations without getting anything in return. An average per diem to an official was Rs 300 to
350, which was insufficient even to have a decent lunch. Many women teachers were assigned duties at
extremely sensitive militant-infested areas like Bara, Badhaber, Mattani, where they even had numerous
impediments to reach let along carrying out hectic and risky duties. The ECP did not take into account the
socio-cultural norms of these regions while posting women in such areas (Qalandar, 2013).
Pre Election Rumours
Since TTP has its strongest base in the FATA and having its elaborate network in the KP besides South Punjab,
the elections in the KP and the FATA were of extreme concern. Although the TTP did not specifically
threatened to torpedo the electoral process it is debatable whether the TTP as a militant organization had
the wherewithal to forcibly stop elections. But there were no two opinions that the militant organization
could greatly impede the smooth, fair and transparent elections. However, the national and international
media exaggerated the threat from the TTP. This infused deep feelings of insecurity amongst the masses,
due to which a large number of people opted not to vote despite of having great enthusiasm to play their
critical national role in formation of the government. It is important to note that unlike past elections this
time the enthusiasm among the people in the KP and FATA to participate in elections was enormous and
interestingly more than any other part of the country. This could be verified through empirical observation as
did the FRC researchers and observers documented by FAFEN in its pre-poll intending voting survey.
Culture and Subtle Violence
Violence in the context of elections in Pakistan may not be perceived as merely limited to physical harm or
psychological intimidation rather the subtle cultural practices also indirectly threatened the voters and
candidates during the election. For instance, the highly tribalized social structure of the society in the KP and
particularly in the FATA made voting a family and tribal affair respectively in these regions instead of an
individual's private decision and will. In many areas FRC researchers found young men and women
complaining that their voting preferences were different from that of their parents and extended family
members but they could not go against the wishes of their families because of fear of isolation, reprimanding
and annoyance of the latter.
The intimidation of women by their male family members or notables of the area to vote for specific
candidates and even not to vote at all could also be put in the category of the cultural practices and subtle
violence. As casting vote is a private affair, and for whom one vote, cannot be seen by anyone else, some very
interesting things were seen. In particular in the FATA those candidates who bought vote asked the local
notables that he would only pay if he would get a specified number of votes, based on the number of voters
in his clan, tribe, from a particular polling station. Resultantly, the broker tribal notable had to ask his fellow
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tribesmen and tribeswomen, that if they would vote for someone else they would not be paid the agreed
upon amount.
Allegation of Rigging
After the formation of an independent election commission, appointment of a caretaker prime minister ,
after an agreement between treasury and opposition benches and the military's neutral role, it was
expected that none of the stakeholders would have reservations on the outcome of the elections. However,
after the elections in which the PML-N got majority at the Centre and the Punjab; the PTI in the KP; and the
PPP in Sindh, widespread allegations of rigging were levelled by almost all the political parties including the
PPP, PTI, Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-M) and ANP etc. Only the PML-N has not raised any
objections to the election results even in provinces where it failed to win sizable number of seats. The PPP
and the BNP-M alleged the country's establishment of doctoring elections but they could not provide any
evidence in this regard.

Issues in FATA
The elections 2013 in FATA were critically important due to several reasons. The Pakistan military after several
years of operations against the TTP claimed to have neutralized the insurgency. The military claimed of
containing the insurgency to the Orakzai district of FATA. However, the insurgents continue to stage largescale attacks and most of the time at will by striking the targets which they threatened of attacking. Thus
typically this is a situation known as stalemate7 in the context of guerrilla warfare or terrorist movement.
Secondly, as a long-term counterterrorism policy, the political process in the FATA has been critically
important as such the last elections had become a kind of a milestone in this process. Thirdly, the elections in
FATA were being held for the first time after the extension of the Political Parties Order 20028 to the region.
Consequently, tough challenge from the mainstream parties particularly the PTI was expected against the
religious parties' traditional domination of the electoral arena in the tribal areas. Lastly, the displacement of
more than a million residents of the FATA to other parts of the country especially the KP and their right of
franchise was also a very enormous issue to be tackled.
Issue of the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
By June 2013 the number of displaced families due to security crisis and fighting in different parts of the FATA
had reached a mindboggling 0.2 million (Ali, 2003: 15) as there did not seem to have any concrete
government policy and efforts to address the crisis-like situation. The reason for this indifference has been
that the issue could not be realized at the highest governmental level due to which there have been
insignificant preparation to cope with the crisis. It is important to note that only this year more than 32,000
families have migrated from the conflict zones in the FATA. Most of these families have had come to the
adjoining districts of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) putting an unbearable stress on the civic infrastructure
and economy of their host areas and communities. It is also noteworthy that the figure of 200,000 displaced
families may not give a fair idea of the number of people who have got dislocated due to fighting and conflict
in the FATA. The 200,000 families are the ones, which have got themselves registered with the FATA Disaster

7This is the term used by legendary Chinese leader and asymmetrical warfare expert, Mao Tse Tung, which describes a situation in which no side i.e insurgents or
government forces are winning.
8This is the basic law regulating the operation of political parties in Pakistan.
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Management Authority (FDMA). There are roughly around the same number of families that have opted not
to or have been unable to register themselves with the FDMA for different reasons.
If statistics are any indicator then the average displaced family size from the FATA, keeping in view the
relatively bigger family size in the region, must be at least seven persons. If the figure 200,000 is multiplied
with seven it means at least 1.4 million residents of the FATA presently are living the life of an IDP. It is indeed a
huge figure. The above-mentioned figure also indicates the scale of the conflict. By this yardstick the level of
conflict is quite big rather alarming. There were fears that such a large number of people would remain
disenfranchised, who ironically belonged to the region, which needed political stability the most. Somehow
this was realized by the relevant governmental authorities and it was decided to make alternative
arrangements for polling for the IDPs from the FATA at the makeshift camps where a large number of them
have been putting up after their dislocation. Although only those IDPs could vote who had got themselves
registered with the FDMA. This left a large number of displaced but unregistered voters from the FATA
disenfranchised. This obviously has had an impact on the transparency and fairness of the electoral process
in the FATA. Moreover, due to adverse security situation in the FATA many local residents shied from voting
despite having a great enthusiasm and urge to do so. Resultantly the turnout remained only 36 percent,
which although was an improvement from the 2008 election when it remained only 31 percent.

Issues Faced by Women
According to the 2012 survey conducted by the World Economic Forum, Pakistan is still considered to be one
of the worst places in the world to be a woman. Pakistan ratified the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) in 2010 and the Covenant on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW) in 1996. These legal agreements obligate the government to take all necessary steps to
insure a woman's right to vote but the actual situation leaves a lot to be desired. With a total of 37 million
registered female voters the policies adopted by the political parties to ensure the rights and progress of
women play a key role in the outcome of the elections.
“When the candidates knock at the door during election campaign only men respond. Women voters are never
asked as if they don't count, said Anar Gula from Takht-i-Nusrati, a remote village of Karak district”.”. (Shah, 15.
April, 2013)
Women are almost half of the population but like Anar Gula many of them feels the candidates hardly address
them and their issues (Shah, 2013).
The 2013 elections saw twice as many female candidates in the running than in 2008 and women voted in
record numbers. Still, for a country that once had a female prime minister and has 60 seats reserved for
women in the Parliament, women's democratic participation still has multiple impediments stifled in some
parts. In many conservative areas religious clerics banned women from voting, threatening violence against
them and their families if they disobeyed. In Lower Dir (KP), political parties made secret deals with militants
to prevent women from voting. According to the Gender Election Monitoring mission, not a single woman
voted in six polling stations in Lower Dir, while in Upper Dir only a single woman cast her vote.
As this study is fundamentally regarding political violence during the election 2013, therefore, wherever
women were forced by the community, family members or the state not to vote or to vote according to the
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will of their man folk, this come under the domain of this study's definition of political violence. In this respect
it is important to note that the intimidation of women during elections was not limited only to the female
voters but also affected women candidates. For instance, due to prevailing customs in the KP and the FATA
which strictly prohibit free intermixing of genders, the female candidates could not reach out to the male
and even female electorate and thus remained highly disadvantaged in terms of presenting their political
program to the people.
Another kind of political violence regarding women found under the course of this study was threats from
militants to female candidates not to contest elections as well as to the people not to vote for women
candidates dubbing it 'Un-Islamic'.

Socio-cultural Constraints to Women
Although relatively high but in absolute terms the women voters turnout in the KP and FATA remained quite
low. Following reasons came forth during the study for the low turnout among women voters.
·
General perception that it is against family honour to allow women to go to the polling
station where they become the attention of outsider males.
·
Many think voting is nothing about men and women but the collective decision of the
family, which to all intents and purposes is men's decision. Thus the collectivist culture of
the KP and particularly the FATA was a great impediment to women exercising their right of
franchise.
·
Women were not allowed to vote merely that it is a well-entrenched tradition that they
have no role in public affairs and politics. Thus the hardened cultural values prevented a
large number of women from voting.
·
As the KP, the FATA and the entire Pakistan for that matter is a deeply patriarchal society
thus within the dominant gender—male—it is a deep-rooted feeling that women don't
have the mental capacity to make key public decisions and thus have no role in politics or
elections.
·
The issue of establishing polling booths for male and female voters in the same premises
was a very big issue due to which a large number of men did not allow their women to vote
while a large number of women also opted not to vote.
·
The threats from the TTP and of terrorist attacks also forced many men not to allow their
female family members to vote. Threats also discouraged women voters to exercise their
right of franchise at the risk of their and their children lives.

Political Weaknesses within the state Structure and Loopholes in the
Electoral Process
Despite successful completion of its constitutional tenure by the previous government and the putting in
place of a consensus caretaker prime minister and Chief Election Commissioner, the 2013 general elections in
Pakistan were held in an atmosphere of acute feeling and threats of insecurity and the near-collapse of many
state institutions and departments due to rampant and pervasive corruption, lack of good governance and
rule of law. Moreover, as Pakistan does not have rich democratic traditions, therefore, there were many
loopholes in the electoral process. The ECP could not take notice of the pre-poll rigging by the outgoing
federal and provincial governments to spend development funds, ordering key postings and transfers of the
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public servants, using state powers to intimidate opposition parties. Moreover, the ECP also failed to
effectively implement its own code of conduct for the elections.
Apart from that, establishment's institutionalized and pervasive role in the state affairs without much
democratic control also affected the electoral process to a certain degree. Due to extremely weak
democratic traditions and resultant fragile state institutions the latter could not develop the understanding
regarding the indispensability of the elections, transparency of the electoral politics and their (institutions)
role in this regard. This can be gauged from the fact that when the education department officials were
notified to preside the electoral process, there was large-scale resentment and defiance among them. Many
initially refused to serve their election rather national duty whereas the entire Education Department of
Balochistan province refused to carry out their duties because of dangerous security situation and on other
pretexts. It was only after some strict action from the ECP through their parent departments that officials of
the Education Department were finally were made to serve on the Election Day.
In the KP and the FATA however, majority of the officials, whose services were solicited by the ECP for
election duties, did not make hue and cry but they were complaining for not receiving the required material,
training and transportation from the ECP, which made their task a daunting one. According to a female
lecturer at the University of Peshawar,9 who was appointed by the ECP as a presiding officer at a polling
station, informed that she did not get the required support from the ECP. “Consequently everything was in a
mess at my polling station at the Kohati area of Peshawar and only through my own extra efforts and
personal contacts I could bring some order.”10

Level of Politicization of Society and People
Before the 2013 elections there was mix anticipation from different quarters including research
organizations and political pundits about the scale of people's interest in the political process. Some
quarters said that the turnout would be lower than the past elections while others estimated the turnout to
be unexpectedly high. The latter attributed their forecast to the emergence of the PTI as an alternative
political force to the traditional ruling parties. On the Election Day those expected high turnout proved right
as after the dawn of Democratic Era for the first time it reached 55 percent across Pakistan. However, the
large turnout must not be misperceived as the result of any elaborated security plans, which could have
removed the feelings of insecurity of the masses, or the facilitation provided by the ECP to the voters. Rather
it was the outcome of the frustration of the masses, many of whom wanted to vote for the 'last' time, to see
whether the democratic system could solve their problems?

9The official did not want to be identified.
10Interview with FRC election observer (Peshawar, May 13, 2013)
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Source: Election Commission Pakistan website.

The decision to vote for the last time was also made as the masses have been hearing through intelligentsia
and media that the political system has been weak and unresponsive because of the listlessness and nonparticipation in the political-electoral system. As voting is the most concrete and result-oriented method of
political participation, majority of the masses wanted to give it a last try. This was discovered substantially by
the FRC researchers and observers in discussion with the voters in different parts of the KP and the FATA.
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CHAPTER 3

Analysis
Political and Electoral Violence
Political violence and electoral violence is often used interchangeably but there are key differences and
symbiosis between the two kinds of violence. Political violence is a general term and includes all kinds of
violence which are aimed at attainment of political motives. As election is part of the political system rather
the whole edifice of the political-governance system is erected on the process of elections, in this context
electoral violence is sub-category of political violence thus the individuals and groups resort to political
violence after they have a real or perceived assessment that their aims and objectives could not be fulfilled by
the existing political system. Since electoral process in a cardinal part of the political-governance system the
fairness, transparency, and optimal participation of masses in the former is critical to reduce the level of
political violence.
In the universe of this study political violence means: the physical attacks on and psychological torture of the
candidates and their supporters; political parties members and supporters; and voters at large, to stop or
discourage their opponents from participating in the process of elections specifically from exercising their
right of franchise. The study is limited to document political violence to the period of electioneering (April 01May 09), the Election Day (May 11th) and immediately after elections till May 25th.

Purposes of Political- Electoral Violence
The elections held on May 11, 2013 in Pakistan were a milestone in the country's political history since this was
the first time the nation saw the transfer of power from an elected government to another elected
government. However the elections were marred by violence before and after. The perpetrators of violence
during the electioneering were either Pakistani Taliban or candidates and supporters of political parties. The
violence by Taliban before the elections had two purposes. Firstly it was meant to intimidate the candidates
of certain political parties including the ANP, the PPP and the MQM to desist from taking part in
electioneering and ultimately in elections. Secondly, the violence aimed at intimidating the people that if
they would support the above-mentioned political parties and vote for them they would do at the risk of
their lives.
However, the above-mentioned purposes only partly explain the rationale of violence by Taliban. Although
various media and think tank sources underemphasized the aspect that the TTP has been against democracy
and constitutional government as per their avowed agenda so the core aim of the group's violence was to
sabotage the electoral process in entirety. The under emphasis on this aspect of violence was perhaps due to
the intellectual community's either liberal bias to becloud facts or its incapacity to ascertain that the TTP
mainly wanted to torpedo the elections and through it the political system. The thinking community also
grossly mistaken or deliberately argued that the TTP was only against the ANP, the PPP and the MQM
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because of their 'liberal' credentials. However, none of these parties has a liberal origin or programme as all
of them have had a socialist, Marxist and Maoist origin and political programme. But in order to get the
sympathies and support of the liberal West, these parties and their supporters in media and intelligentsia
labelled themselves 'liberal' parties.
On their part the Taliban did not openly declare that they would sabotage the election process as they hoped
that one of their supportive political parties, the JUI-F, may win majority of parliamentary seats in the FATA
and the KP. In this way the TTP could get yet again a foothold in the KP as well as a facilitating environment in
the province in the same way it enjoyed when the JUI-F led religious parties' alliance the Muttahida Majlis-eAmal (MMA) had a government in the KP (2002-2007). As the TTP has had most of its members involved in
terrorist activities out of which some are incarcerated in jails, a supportive government in the shape of the
JUI-F would mean the freeing of these terrorists. Moreover, in many areas of the KP and the FATA elections
had become a lucrative opportunity for the Taliban to extort money from the candidates before allowing
them to take part in the elections. For all these reasons the TTP let the elections take place relatively
peacefully despite it has been critically against the democratic and electoral process.
At the same time it is also important to note that the TTP did not have the wherewithal to sabotage elections
in the entire country even in the KP and FATA as they by any standard are huge geographical and
demographic entities. There was a gradual decrease in the TTP attacks towards the Election Day. This was
fundamentally due to the increasing and elaborate security arrangements which primarily aimed at ensuring
peaceful polling day instead of stopping violence during electioneering.
The successful completion of the electoral process in 2013 has proved that Pakistan has ultimately come on a
democratic path and that the extremist groups that have time and again threatened the security and political
system of the country are increasingly becoming irrelevant. Pre, Election Day and post elections, violence
was carried out not only in the form of blasts and target killings as rigging, barring women from voting and
forceful polling can also be categorized as electoral violence. Pre electoral violence was mostly manifested in
the disruption of political rallies through blasts and gunfire, rocket attacks, threats to party leaders and
workers through distribution of intimidating pamphlets and public letters. The months preceding the
elections also saw a flare in sectarian violence especially in Peshawar region that further deteriorated the
security situation.

Nature of Violence
The violence which was resorted to by Taliban and affiliated groups as well as opponents of political parties
and candidates included suicide attacks, bomb blasts, Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) attacks, rocket
attacks, target-killing, the use of daggers and knives, brickbats, bludgeoning and other dangerous objects to
inflict physical harm, hand-to-hand fighting, threat of attacks as well as psychological torture and
intimidating statements.
Out of the total 234 incidents of violence that include 5 suicide, 5 rocket attacks, 23 hand grenade attacks, 95
IEDs, 4 kidnappings, 95 cases of firing and cross firings (by the security agencies also), 3 burning cases and 4
others (clashes between rival political groups) ; only in 16 such cases the militants (TTP) claimed
responsibility while Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) claimed responsibility only in one case.
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Out of the total 234 incidents of violence during the one month period (April 12th – May 12th), Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa was hit 100 times followed by Baluchistan with 52, Sindh 40 and Punjab with 26 such
incidents. Ironically FATA remained comparatively calm than the rest of the country where only 16
such incidents occurred. Peshawar remained the worst hit city with 27 incidents while Awami
National Party (ANP) remained on top of the militants list which was attacked 44 times during one
month followed by PPP and MQM whose men and rallies were attacked 16 times each by the
militants.
District/ Agency
Peshawar
Swabi
Charsadda
Mardan
N.Waziristan
Bannu
Khyber Agency
Karak
Noshera
Swat
Hangu
Lakki Marwat
D.I.Khan
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No. of Incidents
of Violence

27
14
13
12
8
6
5
5
4
3
3
2
2

District/ Agency

No. of Incidents
of Violence

S.Waziristan
Kohat
Kohistan
Kurram Agency

1
1
1
2

Lower Dir
Upper Dir

1

Bajaur
Buner
Sarai Naurang
Mohmand Agency
Mansehra

1
1
1
1
1

1

Data on Electoral Violence : Sources & Findings
To assess the scale, intensity and nature of violence during the elections, one of the methods used by the
study was to monitor, review, document and assess all media reported incidents of violence that took place
in and around the target area. For the sake of authenticity the FRC cross-checked the reported incidents with
other sources as well as its staff members in different districts and areas of the KP and FATA. Moreover the
Call Support Officers (CSOs) at the especially designed Call Centre at Peshawar received 1378 calls from all
over the KP and FATA of which a large number complained of violence in their respective areas. Many callers
were themselves the victim of the violence. Furthermore field researchers and monitors that were sent out
by the FRC to key areas in the FATA and the KP also helped in collecting qualitative data. A mixed
methodology was used to ascertain the nature and scale of political violence.
Following are the detailed results of various sources of data regarding political violence during the electoral
process.

Media Monitoring
According to the data collected through monitoring media by the FRC more than 400 people were injured in
the KP and the FATA collectively before the Election Day. What is interesting to note here is that a large part
of the violence took place in the KP districts of Peshawar, Swabi and Charsadda. In the FATA the higher
number of incidents of violence took place in the Kurram and the Khyber agency. In these districts most of
the attacks targeted the ANP workers and leaders. In the FATA, Hangu and Bannu districts Jamiat-e-Ulema
Islam Fazl (JUI-F) members were mostly targeted. The TTP claimed responsibility through the media for most
of the suicide and bomb blasts that took place in the FATA and Kp11. The question that arises here is, what did
they plan to gain from perpetuating violence before the elections? The TTP had time and again warned
people not to cast their vote because democracy is un-Islamic and does not conform to the Islamic Sharia
principles. The TTP had also announced that it would target senior politicians and party leaders through a
series of letters posted at public places especially in North and South Waziristan. The Taliban also distributed
pamphlets in the regions bordering the tribal areas urging people not to vote.
The TTP killed Bashir Ahmed Bilour, the senior minister of the KP belonging to the ANP, a few months before
the elections. During the electioneering period the deadliest attack on the ANP took place on April 16th when
the ANP candidate for provincial assembly constituency PK 3 Peshawar Haroon Bilour12 was targeted. He
escaped the attack along with his uncle and candidate for the National Assembly constituency NA 1
(Peshawar), who according to the TTP was not the target. As many as 19 people, mostly non-ANP civilians,
killed in the attack.
As mentioned earlier in this study the religious parties such as the JUI-F were also targeted during the
elections. One of the deadliest bomb blasts during the electioneering took place in a public meeting of the
JUI-F in Kurram Agency that resulted in the killing of 23 people while injuring 47 others. Another big bomb
went off in an election rally of the JUI-F candidate from Hangu, Mufti Janan, two days before the election
that led to 12 deaths and 40 injuries. The TTP claimed responsibility for the blast in Kurram agency saying the
attack was not aimed to target the party but the person of Munir Orakzai, (Hussain, 2013) contesting from
the JUI-F platform in the constituency. However, the TTP denied responsibility for the Hangu blasts.

11The TTP claimed responsibility for the 16 suicide and bomb attacks.
12Haroon also happened to be the son of Bashir Bilour.
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The TTP clarification that the JUI-F was not the target of the attack in Kurram Agency whereas the group's
refusal to accept responsibility for the Hangu attack on JUI-F candidate Mufti Janan, corroborates the TTP's
considerate approach towards the religious party. This is despite of the fact that the JUI-F like other political
parties was taking full-fledge part in the elections, the process the TTP has been vehemently antagonistic to.
This support our analysis that the TTP wanted the JUI-F to win and for this it even compromised its antidemocracy stance, in the hope that the party government would give the terrorist group space and base in
the KP. However, whether the JUI-F would have or could have afforded to provide enabling environment to
the TTP had it won elections is debatable.
Over all 234 incidents of electoral violence took place in Pakistan in recent elections. The data clearly shows
that the KP was the frequent target of terrorist attacks during the elections, whereas the FATA was the least
attacked region.

Incidents of Electoral Violence in Elections
2013 in Pakistan

The Reality of Threats to ANP, PPP and MQM
The nature and scope of political violence could validly and reliably be ascertained if the background of the
violence directed at some political party, group or individuals is understood. The three outgoing ruling
parties the PPP, the MQM and the ANP scaled down their electoral campaign due to the threat of violence.
However, they continued their electioneering through various audiovisual media including the Internet and
social media. In most of the cases they were reaching out to the public through the TV and radio, specially the
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local FM radio channels. Although the former ruling parties deprecated threats from the Taliban and called
them pre-poll rigging by associating the threats and attacks with certain forces (alluding to the country's
military and intelligence agencies) which they alleged wanted to defeat them and pave the way for certain
other parties to win elections like the newly emerging PTI and religious parties like the JUI-F. However, they
could not substantiate the allegations and could only brought forward one statement from the Taliban
spokesman Ihsanullah Ihsan to cite as evidence in which he said that apart from the ANP, the PPP and the
MQM all other parties would not be targeted. But contrary to that all major parties came under attacks.
Moreover, the ANP, the most attacked party in particular accused the PTI of getting support from the TTP.
However; a few months back, when the TTP had offered peace talks to the PPP-led government, which had
included the ANP, it wanted the PML-N Chief Nawaz Sharif, JUI-F head Maulana Fazlur Rahman and JI Amir
Syed Munawar Hassan as guarantors, and had termed the PTI head, Imran Khan, as untrustworthy because
he was a 'liberal', the ANP made the PTI the target of its attack because it saw the main challenge to its
political forte in the KP would come from the PTI. Thus the ANP's explanation of attacks against it as pre-poll
rigging from the establishment to help win parties like the PTI did not have solid grounds.

No of Violent Incidents
Against Political Parties
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Furthermore the ANP has been under the attack from the TTP for almost five years during which a large
number of its leaders including ministers and parliamentarians and party members have been killed. The
main cause of these attacks has been the ANP government's policy in the KP to use military force against the
TTP in Swat and other areas of the province13. These attacks saw a spike naturally when the ANP left the
government and with it the unprecedented and unauthorized number of security personnel deployed to
protect the leaders of the ANP had to be withdrawn by the state. Coincidentally it was also the period of
electioneering. As the ANP got the majority votes in the 2008 elections in the KP to quell terrorism from the
Taliban militants, which it utterly failed to defeat because of having no counterterrorism policy or institution
in place, due to which groups like the TTP got strengthened and inflicted unprecedented death and
destruction on the province. Whereas, the governance also remained far from good in the KP where
according to the Transparency International the ANP's government was the most corrupt among the
provincial governments of Pakistan14. In this situation the ANP was all set to lose the elections while its
leaders had also been claiming that they would contest the 2013 elections on the basis of KP government's
'good' performance. Thus it did not need any face-to-face campaign as the performance could be
highlighted through extensive media campaign, which it did, indeed carry out.
Thus the near total defeat of former ruling parties the ANP and the PPP in the KP was not at all due to the
Taliban violence directed at them, as the ANP has had tried to depict. Rather other factors, mostly political,
contributed to their defeat too. Like Amir (2013) puts it, the elections in KP were about Imran Khan and the
Taliban as opposed to elections in the Punjab that were basically about Nawaz and Imran Khan. So the
former ruling parties had already been all set to lose elections, as all the national and international surveys
like the one by International Republican Institute (IRI) were clearly forecasting.

Post Election Violence
As soon as the unofficial results of the elections started coming in, violence erupted in some of the areas of
the FATA and the KP. In the post election period the number of deaths in election-related violence was 12
while 22 got injured. The casualties occurred mostly in gun-firing incidents in which, in most of the cases,
workers of different political parties were involved. For instance, clashes took place in NA 37 constituency
between the supporters of the two main contestants, which led to a curfew. A noteworthy mention here
would be the protest that was carried out by the women in Kurram Agency in response to the election
results in NA 37 that lasted around 14 days. This was the first time in the history of the FATA region, known for
its conservatism that the local women came out to participate in a protest regarding a political issue.

Call Log Reports
As mentioned earlier a Call Centre was especially established to record public complaints and reports of
incidents of violence during the electioneering, polling day and soon after. The call centre received 1378 calls
in the entire election period (April 15th – May 12th). Most of the callers in the pre-elections period solicited
information about the polling stations, where they had to cast their votes. This shows that a large number of
intending voters were not apprised of their voting status. As the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) in
collaboration with National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) had made arrangements well
before elections through which a voter could get details regarding his/her vote number, place of voting and

13 Under Pakistan's constitution a provincial government is authorized to call Army to control law and order situation which cannot be controlled through civil
armed forces.
14The findings of the survey were issued in 2010
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polling station by sending their Computerized Nationalized Identity Card (CNIC) number, it helped many
educated voters to poll their ballot without much hassle.
As mentioned above, out of the total 1378 calls received from different regions of the province and the FATA,
majority sought information about election, voting and processes and procedures involved. However, a
large number of callers also reported political and electoral violence and sought protection by asking the call
officers to apprise the concerned authorities so that they could help. The highest numbers of calls were
received from Peshawar, Nowshera, Mardan, Swabi, Charsadda, Bajaur, Khyber and Kurram districts. After
registering, assessing and forwarding the callers issues and concerns to the relevant government
department like the ECP, Police, Home Department and media organizations, the CSOs made 1155 callbacks.
In addition to the calls the CSOs sent 1697 SMS to different people across the KP and the FATA. In response
the call centre received 1571 SMSs from the recipients.

Consolidated Call Log Statistics
15-04-2013 to 15-05-2013
Total Inboun d Call

1378

Total Outbound Call

1155

Violence

378

Information Provided

1293

Complaints

864

Rigging

17

Table: The table shows the total number of calls the CSOs received and the number of complaints people
registered regarding violence, non-availability of data regarding their votes and polling procedure etc.

The data received at the Call Centre suggested that the people in the KP & FATA were more concerned about
the lack of information regarding their votes and voting procedure. Nevertheless, a sizable number of callers
also provided information about violence in their respective areas during the elections. The Call Centre data
while corroborate that violence was a major issue but it also suggest that violence was not as widespread
during electioneering as it was being portrayed by the media and outgoing ruling political parties. A close
look at the media reported statistics of violence would reveal they were not statistically significant
particularly keeping in view the huge electoral process in the country. Media as mentioned above reported
234 incidents of attacks during electioneering and on the polling day of which 100 incidents took place in the
KP and only 16 in the FATA, a relatively insignificant number. However, as in the context of this study rigging
has also been categorized as a form of violence thus the large number of callers who reported or registered
incidents of pre-poll and polling day rigging in their areas, if included in the actual complaints, reports of
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violence by the callers, make it the most important challenge to the elections.

Field Observations
The FRC had deployed a large number of field observers and researchers in different parts of the FATA and
the KP to monitor incidents of violence during elections in order to have firsthand data and account of
events happenings in and around the target area during the whole electoral process. Most of the incidents
reported by our monitors and observers to the core team were regarding violence and rigging as well as
violation of code of conduct in different districts of the KP and the FATA. The districts where incidents of
violence, rigging and violation of code of conduct were observed the most at large were Peshawar, Swabi,
Mardan, Charsadda, Swat and almost all the agencies of FATA. In all these reported incidents opponents and
rival political groups violently treated each others.

Statistics of Stories Received from Field reporters, observers and Monitors
Total number of stories

Violence

Rigging

ECP
Violation

ECP
Weaknesses

Others

145

38

40

22

10
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Following are some of the incidents of violence and rigging, which were monitored firsthand by the FRC field
observers and researchers or reported to them by the local residents.
·
·
·
·
·

·

·
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In Karnal Sher Kali, Swabi, two rival political groups opened gunfire on each other on the issue of
party flag hoisting which resulted in the death of one man while two others received injuries.
An armed clash between workers of the PML-N and the JI broke out in NA-44 Bajaur Agency that
injured one person.
In Peshawar the JUI-F candidate for PK-5 Asad Zaman forced the PTI candidate Fazal Elahi to
withdraw from the election. Elahi ultimately won from that constituency.
In Peshawar the PTI candidate for PK-5 Yaseen Khalil and his supporters forced women voters to
cast their vote in his favour.
In Mehmood Kali, Zakha Khel Bazaar, Khyber agency, the banned outfit Tauheed-ul-Islam forced
Returning Officer for NA-45 to help independent candidate, Shah Jee Gul, win election. Members of
the banned outfit also threatened him in this connection on the polling day. Returning officer after
receiving threats from the above named militant outfit gave up the position and stopped working.
According to Aware Girls, a women rights group, Asma Alamgir wife of former federal minister and
the PPP candidate, Arbab Alamgir, and wife of Zahir Shah, also a PPP candidate and an ex provincial
minister, remained present at different polling stations illegally and forced poor women of their
respective constituencies to cast votes in their favour and threatened those of dire consequences
who would not do so.
In Pir Baba district Buner Taliban threatened the ANP workers in the area not to vote to their party
and also instructed them to support the JI in the elections. Mian Sahib, a local resident of the area

·

·

·

·

confirmed while talking to one of the FRC's observer and said “Taliban of the area had gathered
people of Malik Pur, Elam Kali, Bashonri, Dokada, Phulan, Mulla Banda and others villages and
threatened them not to vote for the ANP candidates in the elections”.
Almost all Political parties and independent candidates in Bajaur which participated in the elections
had demanded of re-polling in their constituencies after the alleged rigging and violence by the
PML-N candidate Shahabuddin Khan and Haji Bismillah Khan, father of Shaukatullah Khan,
incumbent Governor KP. The later is ex-officio chief executive of the FATA. Political parties charged
local administration for helping the PML-N and the Governor's father. They also alleged that both
the candidates—Shahabuddin and Bismillah— forcibly stopped media and journalists from
coverage of the elections. The political parties said top official Bajaur (Political Agent) Abdul Jabbar
issued orders to remove banners, posters and flags of all parties and candidates in the area, who
were contesting against the governor's father and Shahabuddin. The FRC observer Kashifuddin
reported that Governor KP also made a surprise visit to Jalozai IDP's camp in Peshawar where he
met voters from Bajaur and told them to vote for his father.
In Shahbaz Garhi village of NA 11 constituency (Mardan), supporters of the PPP candidate Khanzada
Khan, the ANP candidate Ghani Dad Khan and independent candidate Gulshed Khan, were found
forcing females of the area to vote for them. They had collected CNICs from hundreds of women
and after an hour they returned CNICs to women saying that their vote had been polled to their '
desired' candidates.
Similarly in Tarakai area of Swabi the ANP candidate for NA-12, Rehmanullah, had collected CNICs
from most of the voters especially from women and then cast their votes through their own
females; thus proxy voting for females was done. Moreover, Rehmanullah as well as another
candidate Shehram Tarakai got votes from women by force hurling at them threats in most of the
polling stations.
Shazia of Shaheen Town Peshawar complained to the FRC observer that female supporters of ex
federal minister Arbab Alamgir, also a PPP candidate for NA 2 and PK 5 came to her house and
forcibly took CNICs.

Women and Violence
The challenge of women participation in election was turned out to be a daunting one as in the past a large
number of women were again somehow prevented from exercising their right of franchise let along taking
part in the entire electoral process. Therefore, our analysis of violence during the 2013 elections would be
incomplete without mentioning violence against women voters. Mostly women were stopped from voting
through open and subtle forms of violence by their family and community members. In different areas of the
KP and the FATA political parties, candidates and other religious leaders and people had banned female to
vote. A number of agreements were signed by different political and religious parties in this connection. In
some areas local elders decided to stop women from casting vote and termed it against their traditions.
Similarly such agreements in Katlang Mardan, Bara Khyber Agency, North and South Waziristan Agencies
and other parts of the province and FATA were also made by the political parties. The ban on female voters
was the flagrant violation of the Code of Conduct of ECP. In most parts of the province and tribal areas
women protested against the undemocratic decision of political parties and elders of banning women to
cast their votes specially in Para Chinar women continuously protested for couple of days to press for their
demands.
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Informal Agreements by Different Parties to Disenfranchise Women
·

In some areas written agreements had been signed by political party candidates and their
supporters to keep women of their areas disenfranchised. However, in many areas this time they
were relying on verbal accords due to fear of legal implications. The agreements deprived a sizeable
woman population of their votes.
·
In this regard the leaders of the PML-N, a frontrunner in the general elections, and the JI entered
into an informal agreement in Buner district, agreeing to bar women from casting their votes in the
provincial assembly's PK-78 constituency. According to reports the PML-N's Abdul Hameed and JI's
Afzal Hussain entered into an agreement to bar women from voting in Sorey Union Council of PK-78
Buner. According to the FRC observers due to the ECP ban on such agreements local chapters of the
parties and candidates made women disenfranchisement deals through their agents instead of
publicly declaring so. For instance, the notables of Amankot village in Swat district and political
parties candidates and leaders, decided that the village women would not cast their votes in the
upcoming elections.
·
The most condemnable agreement of disenfranchising women was made in Lower Dir. In PK-94 the
PPP, the ANP and the JI had entered into an agreement not to let women of their area vote. Even the
KP Information Minister, herself a woman, Musarrat Qadeem, acknowledged the agreement in
Lower Dir, while also confirming of having received reports from other areas as well. Significantly,
the agreement to ban women from voting in Lower Dir was even in writing in which the violator had
been liable to pay heavy fine.
More complaints were received from different parts of the KP and tribal agencies in this connection. Apart
from the agreements signed by the political parties and candidates there were incidents reported by our
reporters, monitors and observers that in some polling stations one or more candidates forcefully stopped
polling of women. The unconstitutional and illegal practice by the candidates was a routine custom but the
ECP and security personnel could not stop them which created many problems as well as sense of
deprivation and fear among the womenfolk.
Following are some of the incidents of violence against women during elections which were documented
and observed by our researchers.
·
·

·

·
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Gullana Bibi an independent candidate from PK-69-Tank withdrew from electoral race following
security threats. Militants had twice warned her to take back her nomination papers or face death.
Badam Zari, made history by contesting for NA-44 Bajaur and became the first lady to have run for
elections from the FATA. However, she kept her profile extremely low and also avoided taking
government security to escape harm from the TTP and also not to offend the people of the areas as
she had already been advised against contesting elections by community members.
The ANP woman candidate for a provincial assembly constituency Hangu district, Jamila Wisal,
informed that a local businessman, who also runs a religous seminary in Thall town of Hangu district,
had been hurling threats at her and her family over the last several months.
In Lower Dir district of KP province, Nusrat Begum, the first woman candidate was twice targeted
by unknown people during the electioneering.

Comparative Analysis of Different Sources
The data from all the three sources discovered and established that political violence and rigging were the
most critical issues of the election 2013 in Pakistan. By studying and observing the pre and post election era
one can have a fair idea regarding the scale and nature of violence. The number and nature of incidents of
violence in the KP and the FATA indicate that it was a bloody election but not the bloodiest one while it was
less bloodier than the 2008 national elections. In other words the data from all sources indicate that the
violence was not as widespread and deadly as was being dubbed and expected. As far as the geographical
distribution of incidents of political violence including rigging was concerned the monitors and field
researchers' data corroborate the media reported incidents of violence. In both data, Peshawar, Mardan,
Swabi and Charsadda experienced the highest number of terrorist attacks and related violence. The Call
Centre data prove correct the number of media reported incidents of violence. The Call Centre data also
indicated profound enthusiasm among the general people in the KP and FATA to poll their votes. The
relatively higher turnout on the Election Day supports this analysis. This in other words means that people
though were apprehensive of attacks by the TTP but could not be deterred by the threats of attacks as well as
actual attacks.

Auxiliary Factors to Political Violence
As the study was basically designed to document the factors that affected the fairness and transparency of
the electoral process therefore it became necessary to discuss such factors apart from but related to
violence that marred the electoral process.

Manipulation
An important element that can be categorized as manipulation is electoral fraud. Most electoral fraud took
place on the Election Day or immediately after election campaigns, through forcible intrusion in the voting
process or the counting of votes. However, it can happen well in advance, by altering the composition of the
electorate. In many cases this is not illegal and thus technically not electoral fraud, although it is a violation of
the principles of democracy. Manipulation refers to those unlawful ways and means that are used by
candidates and their supporters for winning elections. The ECP had already given a platform for election
campaign and formulated code of conduct for election.
Numerous incidents of fraud were monitored and reported by field observers and monitors which involved
rigging and violation of code of conduct of the ECP including bribing to get votes, banning women voters,
threats and harassing of polling staff by the candidates and their supporters, canvassing inside the polling
stations, casting votes of women by the polling agents of different candidates and carrying out of minor
infrastructure building works by the candidates to get support of voters etc. However, it was well-nigh
impossible to narrate or quantify all these incidents.

Unlawful Use of Loud Speakers
The use of public address system particularly installed at the mosques, which can legally only be used for
making calls to prayers were, extensively and unabatedly, used by a large number of candidates particularly
from the religious parties. As the messages from the mosques address system is usually given profound
attention by the community members, considering them as somewhat 'sacred' those candidates who used
the system were able to garner votes for them at the altar of those who did not have access to the system.
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Usually the Imams or prayers leaders of mosques belonged to a religious school, denomination or sect,
therefore, they are also part of the religious parties, like the JUI-F, Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam Sami Faction (JUIS), JI, Ahle Sunnat Wal Jamaat (formerly Sipha-e-Sahaba Pakistan) and so on. Ironically all these parties also
represent a particular school or sect. This gave undue leverage to these parties at the expense of mainstream
non-religious parties in the KP and FATA. The use of mosques' public address system is profound and subtle
form of electoral manipulation, which was overlooked by the ECP.

Excessive Spending On Election Campaign
One important aspect of the 2013 election was the excessive and lavish spending by candidates on their
electoral campaigns. Many, if not most, of the candidates were found spending far in excess on their election
campaign than the amount set by the ECP. The ECP had allowed monetary spending by a candidate of NA to
the tune of 1.5 million while for a candidate of provincial assembly up to one million. However, in some
instances, candidates were observed spending millions of rupees just in a single day. Some of the incidents
and stories that our monitors and observers in different areas came across where the money was spent in
excess to the benchmark set by the ECP are cited here as evidence.
·

·

·

·

·
·
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Workers of the PML-N in Mohmand Agency complained that Senator Hilal Rehman was canvassing
for his brother Bilal Rehman, a candidate for NA seat, and using funds to get support of the people.
He was seen buying votes for his brother and forcing people to vote for Bilal Rehman. Local
residents also accused the senator of using Mohmand district administration for compelling people
to vote for his brother. A number of people alleged that security staff deployed at the polling
stations was at the senator's disposal and they were also busy in rigging and directing voters to cast
their vote in favor of Bilal Rehman.
In Bakhshali area of Mardan, polling agents belonging to the PPP were seen taking CNICs from
voters and casting votes in favor of the party candidates, Khan Zada Khan, from NA-11 and Imtiaz
Shagai fomr PK 30.
In Shabqadar, District Charsadda, the JUI-F rejected the election results in NA-8, PK 18, PK 20 and PK
21 and staged a protest demonstration against the ECP. The speakers on the occasion said that they
had complained to the commission of rigging beforehand by their opponents in these
constituencies but the security personnel and the Election Commission staff neither registered nor
entertained their complaints. They further alleged that the polling staff closed polling exactly at
5:00 p.m. at the polling stations where the JUI-F candidates were 'leading' while allowed polling
beyond the stipulated time where the rival Qaumi Watan Party (QWP) candidates were winning.
“We have all the proofs of these allegations,” a local leader of JUI-F maintained. However, the JUI-F
could not satisfactorily answer the queries that how come they knew the polling stations where its
candidates were winning or where its rival candidates were leading. Moreover, allowing polling
beyond 5:00 p.m. was allowed by the ECP to facilitate those voters who had already reached the
polling stations premises.
The JI Pakistan head Munawar Hassan and Shabir Ahmad Khan candidate from NA-1 (Peshawar)
addressed a public gathering at the famous Spin Jumat (White Mosque), in downtown Peshawar.
JUI (F) also reportedly used the same mosque for election campaign.
In Peshawar NA-1, Haroon Bilour of ANP, was found bribing voters to cast their ballot in favour of his
uncle, Ghulam Ahmad Bilour, the ANP candidate, and taking oath from the voters in this regard.
In NA-45, Khyber Agency, independent candidates Noor ul Haq Qadri and Alhaj Shah Jee Gul were

·

engaged in buying votes and carrying out small public works from their own pockets to get support
of the voters. Supporters of both the candidates were also found taking pledges on Quran for
casting their votes to the above-mentioned candidates.
Independent candidates from NA 46 Nasir Khan and Hamidullah Jan Afridi were found buying votes
for Rs 5000 to Rs 10000 in Jalozai IDP camp. They were also found threatening voters of dire
consequences if they did not vote after getting the amount telling them that they had their spies
within the polling staff, who would report in case of deviation.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
·

·

·

·

·

·
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Political violence during elections 2013 in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) impeded full-fledge electioneering of political parties. The
political parties due to attacks and threats of further attacks by the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) could not fully reach out to be the electorate in the KP and the FATA.
The attacks and threats of attacks by the TTP also infused acute sense of insecurity among the
residents of the KP and the FATA. Although the TTP is a countrywide organization but its bases in
the FATA and elaborate network in the KP and its focus of attacks on the Awami National Party
(ANP), which is basically a KP based political party, created profound insecurity among the
electorate of the KP and FATA.
Political violence did mar the political process in the FATA and the KP but the overall scale of
violence was not great. Large-scale violence was recorded in the KP during the electioneering
but voting day passed without any major terrorist attack.
A deep look into the nature and intensity of violent attacks in the KP and FATA revealed that it
was a bloody election but not the bloodiest while it was less deadly than the 2008 national
elections.
In the FATA there were a very few huge incidents of violence and terrorist attacks. Unlike the
2008 elections, when elections had to be abandoned on several seats, this time polling held on
the 11 out of 12 National Assembly Constituencies. However, re-polling was ordered due to
violence on couple of seats.
Political violence was not merely limited to the TTP attacks but there were a significant number
of incidents of violence in which political parties and candidates unleashed attacks on their
political opponents. Nevertheless, the scale and scope of these attacks had no match to the TTP
violence.
Profound enthusiasm was observed among majority electorate in the KP and FATA especially the
youths and more particularly the first-time young voters regarding elections and exercising their
right of franchise. Simultaneously, deep sense of insecurity was also observed among the
masses. This was the reason for relatively low voter turnout in both the regions in absolute terms
as well as in relative terms in comparison to the Punjab and Sindh provinces. Nevertheless, the
turnout in the KP (44 percent) and the FATA (37 percent) was relatively more than the historical
patterns of turnout in these regions.
The military role in the election was not intrusive and largely it was limited to law and order
duties and crucial support to the caretaker government and ECP to hold elections peacefully.
However, in Balochistan the military played more pronounced role in the conduct of elections.
Although the ECP made some very good arrangements in certain respects like the online service
to the voters to know about their voter status through a mobile SMS, there were many

·

·
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·

·
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·
·
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loopholes in its overall operations. The ECP could not control and take notice of the flagrant
violation of code of conduct by the political parties and candidates. This resulted in violence in
many areas.
A large number of voters from the FATA could not exercise their right of franchise due to poor
awareness as well as their displacement from their native areas due to the TTP insurgency and
military offensives.
A large number of women in the KP and FATA were denied their right to vote through different
means. Unlike the past written agreements were not signed in districts of the KP and the FATA
except one in Lower Dir but there were many verbal agreements among political parties and
candidates to keep the women voters out of the political arena. However, large-scale
enthusiasm was observed among women voters across the KP and FATA resulting in record
women voters' turnout in the elections. The number of women candidates was almost double
than the 2008 elections. There were also threats from the militant to female candidates to desist
from contesting elections. Proxy voting of women was observed across a large number of
polling stations.
Although the TTP had only threatened the ANP, the JUI-F and the MQM, but all the mainstream
and religious parties were targeted including the PTI, the PML-N and the JUI-F.
More than violence the people in the KP and FATA during the elections were suffering from lack
of information regarding their votes and voting procedures. The lack of knowledge in this regard
must have prevented many people from exercising their right of franchise.
The strong general perception of insecurity and the TTP attacks interacted with people lack of
knowledge of the voting procedure that desisted and discouraged a large section of the
population from voting.
Apart from the incidents of violence observers found rigging more prevalent.
In the KP, Peshawar, Mardan, Charsadda, Swat and Swabi districts and in the FATA, the Khyber
and Kurram suffered the highest number of violent attacks.
The security arrangements were satisfactory in the KP and FATA but keeping in view the threat
level there should have been more elaborate measures to ensure foolproof security.
The elections result confined mainstream political parties to form governments in different
regions. For instance, the PTI has got confined to the KP; the PPP to Sindh, the PML-N to the
Punjab.
Religious parties against expectation could not get sizable parliamentary seats from their
traditional political bastions, the KP and FATA.

Recommendations
·

·

Given the profound lack of awareness among the general voters in the KP and the FATA about
the electoral procedure there is a need to arrange extensive voter awareness programmes for
the masses by the government. In this regard the government must establish a special cell within
the ECP which should devise and employs innovative strategies for voter education.
Large-scale ignorance was also observed among the people about the importance of their vote
and its role in the government formation. The ECP must concentrate on educating people about
the importance and role of the vote. In this regard it could employ the services of Political
Science departments of various universities at the KP and FATA.
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Keeping in view the haphazardness and frenzy among the polling staff due to lack of knowledge of the
political system, electoral process and sanctity of the free and fair elections there is a critical need
to impart training to the officials who are selected for election duty. As between two elections there is
ample time with the ECP it must select the officials from the education and all other government
departments well in advance so that proper and extensive training about the electoral system and
processes could be imparted to them.
There is also a need to increase the number of security personnel deployed on polling stations in t h e
future elections so that to allay the feeling of insecurity and uncertainty as well to prevent
violence and manipulation.
As the security staff was also found involved in electoral fraud by casting bogus votes as well as stamping
for the other candidates on the pretext of 'helping' ignorant and illiterate voters possibly on the
instruction of their officers in the state establishment or after getting bribed by the candidates there is a
need to look into that matter. The ECP must put checks on the security personnel deployed at the polling
stations.
All the state and societal institutions must work to make the political-democratic process successful so
that to allay the aura of de-politicization among the masses.
There is a critical need to build the capacity of the ECP. As the ECP activities remain dormant at most of
the time between elections, which infuses habitual laziness among its officials. Therefore, when the
time of elections arrives they could not respond to the huge challenges particularly there is insufficient
homework to conduct elections in a fair manner. There is a need to keep the ECP operations active
throughout and there must be plans to carry out ground preparations for elections well in advance.
There was least involvement of latest technologies and gadgets during the electoral process. Given the
pervasiveness of technology into the modern state's and society day to day operations and institutions
different technologies could be adopted in the process of election to ensure free and fair polling. For
instance, there should be electronic/laser identification system to verify the voter. Biometrics could also
be used for voter identification and to stop electoral fraud. As physical monitoring of all the electoral
constituencies for the top officials of the ECP and caretaker government is not possible Close Circuit TV
(CCTV) cameras must be installed at every polling station and they should be linked to the master control
room established at every district government offices where ECP officials could monitor the situation.
There was significant enthusiasm among the women in the 2013 elections to participate in the elections
without knowing much about the outcome of their voting and its role in the government formation and
political system. Keeping this in view if women of the KP and FATA are provided extensive orientation
about the role of elections in the country's government and the provision of their denied rights
substantial increase in the women voters could be expected.
The male population needs to be told that women are equally capable of making rational decision as
men especially in realm of politics and voting provided they are let free to arrive at such decision and
then facilitated to execute these decisions.
The ECP must take into consideration the cultural values of the KP and the FATA and must not establish
polling stations or booths for male and women in the same premises.
There is a need for introducing a social change in which social attitudes are more tolerant towards
female participation in public especially political affairs. The men are needed to be told that as voting is
meant for electing government and government is a tool to address the issues and problems of people.
Therefore as women have some peculiar problems they ought to have a say in government formation so
that their specific issues could be addressed.
The male population also needed to be told that the woman voting is not an issue of honour or an issue of
competition with men. Instead it is merely a process through which women can have a resort to solve
their problems.
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